
Sudoku Fever - Classic Crossword Logic
Puzzle Game

**About Sudoku Fever**

With Sudoku Fever, the popular logic game Sudoku can now also be played on smartphones and

tablets. Players have access to thousands of Sudoku puzzles, which are available in four different

difficulty levels and five theme packs.

Sudoku Fever is the perfect app not only for all Sudoku experts, but also for Sudoku beginners. The

app provides you with thousands of different Sudoku puzzles which can be played in four different

difficulty levels. The app does not only show you double numbers, but also gives you helpful hints

that could help to solve the puzzles. In daily challenges, you can also face exciting challenges and

win crowns.

**Sudoku Fever - Features:** 

- Sudoku on the go: With Sudoku Fever you can play Sudoku now also on the go. There are

thousands of different Sudoku available which help you to train and improve your Sudoku abilities

effectively. Unlike other Sudoku games, which confuse players with several possible solutions,

Sudoku Fever offers players only one right solution. 

- Different levels of difficulty: In Sudoko Fever you can play Sudokus in four different difficulty

levels. The difficulty levels range from simple and medium game rounds to difficult games and

expert rounds. In Sudoku Fever you will always find the right game, whether you are a beginner or

an expert.

- Take notes: Sudoku Fever has a special tool that you can use to take notes during the game. Here

you can note for example which numbers would be possible for single fields. Your notes are also

automatically adjusted each turn, so you are always up to date.

- No more double numbers: The app has a special feature that shows you all double numbers in a

row, a column or a block. By using this helpful tool, you can easily avoid making mistakes or

entering a number twice. 

- Use hints: If you are stuck at a level, you can use helpful hints. These are available endlessly and

allow a faster solving of the individual puzzles.

- Daily Challenges: In Sudoku Fever you can now also participate in daily challenges. If you master

the daily challenge, you will receive a crown as a reward.

Conclusion: With Sudoku Fever, you can not only train your Sudoku abilities, but also your brain.

Since you have thousands of Sudokus in different difficulty levels available, the fun is unlimited. In

addition, features such as the note or the hint function help you to solve difficult Sudokus even

faster. The daily challenges also ensure a varied and exciting game.


